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Comprehensive 
Coverage 
COMPREHENSIVE PROTECTION 

ALLSURFACE appearance proleclion sels lhe 
slandard for aulomolive prolec-live coalings. 
Its new exterior protection formula features 
graphcnc and ceramic technology to create 
a durable barrier between your automobile's 
paint and daily environmentaI hazards. 
All')URFA(E provides a comprehensive 
exterior and interior prutection package 
that far exceeds the limited coverage 
offered by standard warranties. 

NEW FORMULA 

The new ALLSURFA(E formula combines 
the strength of grarhene with the smooth 
finish of Gcramic coatint: that senls 
microscopic pores in the surtace ot the 
exterior clear coat and prnvides lasting 
exterior protcction 

WHAT IS GRAPHENE? 

Graphene is a single layer of carbon 
atoms arranged in a two-dimensional 
honeycomb lattice. It is up to 100 times 
stronger than steel of equal thickness. 

EXTERIOR PROTECTION INTERIOR PROTECTION 

GRAPHENE AND CERAMIC TECHNOLOGY 

Exterior 

Your vehicle's exterior is exposed to 
daily hazards from the environment, 
severe weather, and road conditions. 
ALLSURFACE seals and protects 
paint and provides a layer of 
defense between your vehicle 
and these hazards. 

Backed by one of the most 

comprehensive warranties 

in the industry. 

Fabric Protection 

- Seals out water and oil-based stains. 
- Extends the life of fabric and carpet. 
- Contains inhibitors to retard fading. 
- Free of fluoropolymers. 

Leather / Vinyl Protection 

- Creates a barrier against stains. 
- Protects against premature aging. 
- Retains natural softness. 
- Makes clean-up easy. 
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Exterior Coverage 
Graphene & Ceramic Technology 

Weather-Indured Fadint 
L,ss ot Gloss 

Industrialfallout 
BirdWaste 
Acid Rain 

Tree Sap 
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De-icing Agents 
Sam) Abrasion 
AcciJcntal Paint Overspray 
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futerior Coverage 
Food 8 Drlnk Stains 
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Blood. Urine and Vomit 
Pet Srains 
Leather /Vinyl Pum:tures le.s.s than 1/4" 
Leather/ V inyl Tears less than 1" 
Luose Seam Slitdling 
Saddle Leather 
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